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In the first year of formal schooling, students learn about letter names and how they link to sounds. 

Five of the MOST IMPORTANT letters they will learn about are the VOWELS.  In the beginning these 

five vowel letters are linked to their most common short vowel sound. 

In the initial stage of learning, the goal is to master accurate and speedy 

• recognition and naming of the five vowel letters 

• linkage of each letter to its most common short vowel sound 

• perception of each short vowel sound  

• linkage of each short vowel sound to its most common letter 

• effortless formation of the corresponding letter  

• awareness of the five short vowel sounds in words 

Usually vowel letters/sounds are not introduced at the one time. Instead, a sequence of teaching is 

followed that works through both consonants and vowels (not usually in alphabetical order)*.                    

When a vowel is introduced, it is recommended to make a BIG FUSS!  Explain that the letter (or 

sound) is VOWEL letter (or VOWEL sound) and that there are five vowels and they are all very 

important.  If you choose to use the VOWEL HAND POSTER (see page 4), write each vowel letter on 

the poster as it is introduced.  This helps reinforce that this will be a group of letters that stand alone 

and are VERY IMPORTANT! 

(*A suggested early sequence is provided under the FREE tab of the Pelican Talk website – see Scope 

And Sequence For Phonics And Word Knowledge on the right of the FREE STUFF page.) 

 
 

When teaching early reading and spelling, the regularities of the written code are unlocked 

incrementally. The five vowel letters and the five short vowel sounds are taught early in this 

sequence of teaching. Without them, no word can be read or written because EVERY WORD 

CONTAINS A VOWEL.  

Knowing VOWEL NAMES and the concept of VOWELS is important in later stages of learning too. After 

all, if we know the name (the label) for something, we can discuss it and learn more about its patterns, 

rules and so on.                                                                                                                                                                                    

And there’s a lot of learning when it comes to vowels!   

As learning progresses, more vowel sound links are studied and many rules and patterns are taught.   

Following is just a sample of teaching that involves vowels.  You will see how that this teaching 

relies on a student have a firm understanding of the concept of vowels, an awareness of the sounds 

and a knowledge of the names and order of the vowel letters. 

• Many spelling conventions refer to vowel letters.  

For example, “Every syllable must contain at least one vowel letter.” 

“After a single vowel letter, we use CK (not K).”    

 “Two vowel letters together usually make a long vowel sound.” 

                                                                                                                                           Continued over… 

http://www.pelicantalk.com/
http://www.pelicantalk.com/FREE-STUFF.php
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Teaching that involves vowels (cont…) 

• The names of vowel letters are sometimes the same as the sound they make.                                       

This never occurs with consonants.  For example, think about the letter a in baby and the 

letter o in no and both and the letter e in me and evil. 

• The spelling of vowel sounds is far more variable than the spelling of consonant sounds.   

Long vowel sounds are often written with digraphs (such as ay, ai, ee, ea, igh, oa, ow, ui, ue).  

The vowel digraph often starts with a letter whose name is the same as the long vowel sound.  

• Vowel sounds are often confused. For example, the sounds /a/ and /e/,  /e/ and /i/  , /a/ and 

/u/  are pairs that are commonly confused.  Later, /e/ and /air/, /i/ and /ee/ are commonly 

confused. After learning to correctly discriminate between these sounds, they must then be 

linked to the correct letters. To assist with learning, automatic identification and naming of 

vowel letters is essential.  

• Accent can influence how vowel sounds are pronounced – both individually and when in 

words. When working with students who have different accents, it is more important to 

develop an awareness of vowel sounds.  When working with a child from Zimbabwe, for 

example, I noticed that they pronounce the words “bed” and “bird” the same. This will have 

implications for teaching.  Developing an awareness of the sounds, allows these differences in 

pronunciation to be discussed and attended to.  

• Finally, knowing the names of the vowels IN ORDER is needed for looking up words that 

appear in alphabetical order. Yes, the order of the entire alphabet is initially needed, but the 

second letter in a word, if a vowel, occurs in the order a, e, i, o, u.  

 

 
 

Y is a strange letter in that it can act as a consonant or a vowel. In the word yes, it is acting as a 

consonant. In the word fly, it is acting as a vowel.  

The chant “The vowel letters are a-e-i-o-u and sometimes y” is a good one to use.  

On the hand charts used in this resource, five vowels are the initial focus but y is also included.  

 

 
1. Print a blank HAND POSTER on page 4 (or you can easily draw your 

own). When a vowel letter is introduced in the sequence of phonics 

teaching, make a fuss and write it on the VOWEL HAND. The a 

should go on the thumb, the e on the index finger and so on. In 

time, this poster will make more sense to young learners. Be sure to 

use the word vowel.  Remember to refer to the vowel letter (or 

grapheme) and the vowel sound (or phoneme).  

 

2. As more vowels are added to the poster, show students how you 

name the vowels in order (“I’ll name my vowels… a-e-i”).  Next, point to each and say the 

corresponding short sound. (“Now I’ll say the short sound for each vowel …/a/ /e/ /i/”).  

There are two further options that can be printed for the wall of the classroom – one is in Vic 

Cursive font, the other in a standard font. These are on page 5 and 6. Remember that for 

reading, recognition of a standard font is necessary. 

 

http://www.pelicantalk.com/
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3. Now teach students how to use their own VOWEL HAND. Have them point to their own fingers 

and say the vowel names. Make sure all students face their left palm up and start by pointing 

to their thumb left thumb with their right finger (for right-handed students). To reinforce 

learning, write the letters on fingers or on stickers and stick to the fingers. Students should be 

asked often to say the names of each vowel letter while touching each finger. They generally 

find this fun.  Later, the y can be introduced. (Point to the heel of the palm for y).  
 

4. Now it’s time for students to make their own Vowel Hand on paper.  

Students can either trace their own hand * or you can provide each with a 

handshape from Page 7.  

Students should then write a letter on each finger, starting with a on the 

thumb (which must be on the left).   

Using their Vowel Hand, students can practise touching each letter while 

saying the letter’s name, then touching each letter while saying the sound.  

After this is mastered, the teacher can try pointing to the letters at random 

and asking for the name or the sound. The goal is accuracy and automaticity.                                                                             
*If students are making their own, they need to trace their RIGHT hand on to paper.  Usually this is 

easier to do in pairs where one student traces the other’s hand. 
 

5. Students can make a VOWEL OWL. Trace two hands and 

cut them out. Cut out an owl body (see page 8).  

Arrange the hands as wings and write the vowel letters on 

the fingers as shown.  

You may choose to make one side for capital letters and 

the other side for lower-case. Decorate the owl with claws, 

eyes, beak etc! Have fun. 

 
6. Reference cards are included on page 9 and 10. These can 

be stuck to table-tops or printed and slotted into writing 

books.  This assists with transfer of learning. There is a cursive and non-cursive version. 
 

7. On page 11 you will find some small samples of five Sound Buddies from The Speech Sound 

Set (by Pelican Talk).  Each of these represents one of the short vowel sounds and helps in 

students becoming more aware of each sound.   

 

A E I O U  

Do you need some more resources to address vowel sounds and their spelling?  You can visit our online store for more details or 

simply email us at Pelican Talk (lucia@pelicantalk.com). All of our programming takes into account Australian pronunciation of words 

which is vital when it comes to teaching vowel sounds.  See www.pelicantalk.com and click on the Online Store tab. You’ll find all the 

following under the Literacy category.   

Monkey Sounds: teaches about short vowel sounds using the concept of vowels being the sounds made by monkeys. 

Vowel Sticks: 3 puppets & a loads of printable materials on USB, teaches about long vs short vowel sounds and their spelling. This is a favourite!       

The resources below address vowels (short and long vowel sounds and their spelling options) as part of the program 

The Speech Sound Set  this includes a booklet “Making Sense of Spelling: Vowels” and there are pictures, stories and letter links for EVERY vowel 

sound of English.  Several versions are available. Email if you can’t decide which one you need! A vital resource for literacy.  

 Sound Segmenter   Loads of activities to practise short and long vowel sound reading and spelling.  A best-seller! 

Spell Signs  If you find the use of the hand gesture to teach about vowels beneficial, you’ll love Spell Signs.  The Spell Signs system complements all 

literacy teaching. Spell Signs really work!  

Wizard  A resource from Love and Reilly tackling encoding and decoding using short vowel sounds.  

http://www.pelicantalk.com/
mailto:lucia@pelicantalk.com
http://www.pelicantalk.com/
http://pelicantalk.com/online-store.php#!/MONKEY-SOUNDS-Teach-Short-Vowel-Sounds/p/56654733/category=14992898
http://www.pelicantalk.com/online-store.php#!/VOWEL-STICKS/p/128892236/category=14992898
http://pelicantalk.com/online-store.php#!/SPEECH-SOUNDS-and-PHONOLOGY/c/14992893/offset=0&sort=normal
http://www.pelicantalk.com/online-store.php#!/SOUND-SEGMENTER/p/57314174/category=14992898
http://www.pelicantalk.com/online-store.php#!/SPELL-SIGNS/p/65159079/category=14992898
http://www.pelicantalk.com/online-store.php#!/WIZARD/p/65266840/category=14992898
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   a e i o u 
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  Vowel Owl 

http://www.pelicantalk.com/
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Here are some small samples of 

the Sound Buddies from                   

The Speech Sound Set ©                               

by Pelican Talk.  

The characters here each  

represent a short vowel sound.  

The Sound Buddies help children 

become more sound-aware, help 

them link the sound to words and 

assist in learning the letter link.  

Within the program, there is a 

story that goes along with each 

vowel sound plus a load of other 

resources to help students learn 

to spell and read vowel sounds in 

words.  

If ONLY the short vowel sounds 

are required for your teaching, 

you’ll need the School Set One.  

The Complete Set is required if 

you wish to study all 20 vowel 

sounds  (including diphthongs) 

and their spelling choices  (e.g. 

Oily Roy makes the “oy” sound  

and teaches about oy, oi letter 

options).  

See www.pelicantalk for more 

details or email 

lucia@pelicantalk.com  if you are 

unsure about which set would 

suit your teaching targets. 

 

 

http://www.pelicantalk.com/
http://www.pelicantalk/
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